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ABSTRACT

Star formation in molecular clouds is intimately linked to their internal mass distribution. We present an unprecedentedly detailed
analysis of the column density structure of a high-mass, filamentary molecular cloud, namely IRDC G11.11-0.12 (G11). We use two
novel column density mapping techniques: high-resolution (FWHM = 2′′ , or ∼0.035 pc) dust extinction mapping in near- and mid-
infrared, and dust emission mapping with the Herschel satellite. These two completely independent techniques yield a strikingly good
agreement, highlighting their complementarity and robustness. We first analyze the dense gas mass fraction and linear mass density
of G11. We show that G11 has a top heavy mass distribution and has a linear mass density (Ml ∼ 600 M� pc−1) that greatly exceeds
the critical value of a self-gravitating, non-turbulent cylinder. These properties make G11 analogous to the Orion A cloud, despite its
low star-forming activity. This suggests that the amount of dense gas in molecular clouds is more closely connected to environmental
parameters or global processes than to the star-forming efficiency of the cloud. We then examine hierarchical fragmentation in G11
over a wide range of size-scales and densities. We show that at scales 0.5 pc � l � 8 pc, the fragmentation of G11 is in agreement
with that of a self-gravitating cylinder. At scales smaller than l � 0.5 pc, the results agree better with spherical Jeans’ fragmentation.
One possible explanation for the change in fragmentation characteristics is the size-scale-dependent collapse time-scale that results
from the finite size of real molecular clouds: at scales l � 0.5 pc, fragmentation becomes sufficiently rapid to be unaffected by global
instabilities.
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1. Introduction

Measuring mass distributions of molecular clouds is of crucial
importance for understanding processes that regulate star for-
mation (Hennebelle & Falgarone 2012). However, probing the
entire wide range of (column) densities that molecular clouds
show, at a resolution that resolves their substructure, is an obser-
vational challenge. This is especially true for high-mass clouds
that potentially harbor precursors of high-mass stars because of
their higher column densities and larger distances. Owing to
these difficulties, a global description of the relation between
molecular cloud structure and star formation is still elusive.

The Herschel satellite (Pilbratt et al. 2010) provides an out-
standing tool to study the structure of high-mass molecular
clouds at different scales (e.g., Beuther et al. 2010; Schneider
et al. 2012), thanks to its high mapping speed and dynamic
range. In particular, early studies employing Herschel data have
signified the role of filamentary structures as an important path-
way toward star formation (e.g., André et al. 2010). However,
Herschel observations only provide column density data in a
spatial resolution of ∼25′′ (∼0.4 pc at 3.5 kpc), while molecu-
lar clouds show fragmentation down to at least �0.03 pc (e.g.,
Stanke et al. 2006; Peretto & Fuller 2009).

We have developed an alternative, novel technique to map
column densities in infrared dark clouds (IRDCs) using dust ex-
tinction measurements in near- and mid-infrared (NIR and MIR,
Kainulainen & Tan 2013). The technique takes advantage of the
high resolution of the Spitzer 8 μm images (full width at half
maximum, FWHM = 2′′) and of the relatively good sensitiv-
ity of NIR-based extinction data (cf., Kainulainen et al. 2011).

When combined, these data can provide unique, high-resolution
column density data that cover a relatively wide range of column
densities, N(H2) ≈ 2−150×1021 cm−2. Importantly, the assump-
tions on which the technique is based are completely different to
those employed with dust emission techniques. This makes dust
extinction data highly complementary to Herschel data, in addi-
tion to the advantage that it provides more than ten times higher
spatial resolution.

The IRDC G11.11-0.12 (G11) is an excellent target for
studying the structure of a young, high-mass cloud at the on-
set of star formation. The ∼30 pc long filamentary cloud con-
tains a large reservoir of cold gas as evidenced by its MIR and
sub-mm properties (Carey et al. 2000; Johnstone et al. 2003;
Henning et al. 2010). It harbors 19 Herschel point sources, most
of which contain 24μm sources indicating the presence of a pro-
tostar (Henning et al. 2010; Ragan et al. 2012). It also contains
one possible high-mass star-forming core (Pillai et al. 2006a).

In this paper, we present an analysis of the density struc-
ture of G11 using high-resolution (FWHM = 2′′ correspond-
ing to 0.035 pc assuming d = 3.6 kpc) dust extinction data and
Herschel dust emission data. The data allow us to cover, for the
first time in an IRDC, simultaneously the scales from tenth-of-
a-parsec cores to the large-scale, tenuous envelope of the cloud.

2. Observations

2.1. High-dynamic-range dust extinction data

We derived column density data for G11 using the extinction
mapping technique presented by Kainulainen & Tan (2013).
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The technique combines MIR (8 μm) surface brightness data
with NIR (JHK) photometry of stars. We derived an 8 μm op-
tical depth (τ8 μm) map of G11 using the Spitzer/GLIMPSE data
(Benjamin et al. 2003) and the approach detailed in Ragan et al.
(2009). Then, we derived a NIR extinction map using data from
the UKIRT/Galactic Plane Survey (Lawrence et al. 2007) and the
procedure described in Kainulainen et al. (2011). The data sets
were then combined as described in Kainulainen & Tan (2013).
For the procedure, it is necessary to adopt the relative dust opac-
ity law between the JHK bands and 8 μm. We adopted the rela-
tions (Cardelli et al. 1989; Ossenkopf & Henning 1994)

τK = 0.60τH = 0.40τJ = 3.4τ8μm = 0.11τV . (1)

Finally, the optical depths were used to estimate column densi-
ties via the conversion (Savage et al. 1977; Bohlin et al. 1978)

N(H2) = 0.94 × 1021 cm−2

(
AV

mag

)
· (2)

Figure 1 shows the resulting column density map of G11. It
has the spatial resolution of 2′′ and 3-σ sensitivity of N(H2) ≈
2 × 1021 cm−2. The zero-point uncertainty of the map is about
σ0,N(H2) ≈ 1 × 1021 cm−2 (cf., Kainulainen et al. 2011).

2.2. Herschel data

We derived column densities in G11 using Herschel data. The
data were obtained under the Earliest Phases of Star forma-
tion guaranteed time key programme (PI: O. Krause) and are
described in Ragan et al. (2012). The data were processed to
level 1 using HIPE (Ott 2010), developer build 10.0(2538), cal-
ibration trees 42 (PACS) and 10.0 (SPIRE). We generated fi-
nal maps using Scanamorphos version 20 (Roussel 2012), with
the “galactic” option, and included the non-zero-acceleration
telescope turn-around data. Using the spectral energy distribu-
tion fitting method (Launhardt et al. 2013), we computed N(H2)
for positions with emission in at least four bands of the Herschel
70, 100, 160, 250, and 350 μm data and 870μm ATLASGAL
data (Schuller et al. 2009). All maps were first convolved to the
resolution of the 350μm maps (24.′′9) and re-gridded to match
the 6′′-per-pixel SPIRE grid scale. We present the resulting col-
umn density and temperature maps in Ragan et al. (in prep.).

Since we later compare the Herschel-derived column densi-
ties with the extinction-derived ones, it is important to ascertain
that the dust opacities (that directly affect the column densities)
are chosen consistently from sub-mm to NIR. Dust opacities are
not very well constrained, as the range of plausible models is
at least a factor of five in sub-mm and two in 8 μm and NIR
(shown in Fig. A.1). The effective dust opacities used in calculat-
ing column densities from NIR and 8 μm (see Kainulainen & Tan
2013) are close to the means of the models shown in Fig. A.1.
Therefore, we choose to use the mean values from the models
also in calculating the column densities from Herschel data (see
Fig. A.1). These values are formally closest to the Ossenkopf &
Henning (1994) dust model without dust coagulation.

The column density/temperature fitting technique we employ
(Launhardt et al. 2013) does not take into account that significant
amount of the detected emission may result from the extended,
diffuse Galactic dust component (i.e., not from the G11 cloud).
This is because the Launhardt et al. (2013) work targets specifi-
cally objects off the Galactic plane where the dust component is
negligible. However, towards the Galactic plane where G11 re-
sides, the total column density of the diffuse component can
easily amount to several ×1021 cm−2 (e.g., Marshall et al. 2006).

Also, spatial variations are expected. We performed a Monte
Carlo simulation to test if the variable background component
can result in systematic errors and/or increased uncertainty in
the derived temperatures/column densities. We first estimated
the level of possible background variations from the observed
data by measuring the standard deviation, σbg(λ), of emission
values from an extended area at each wavelength. For this area,
we chose all pixels in which the 250 μm emission was be-
low 15 mJy/arcsec2. Qualitatively, the area corresponds about
to the area below N(H2) � 5 × 1021 cm−2 in the map we
present in Fig. 1. The area is extended and likely contains dust
that is related to G11. Therefore, our estimates should reflect
the maximum of possible random background variations. The
standard deviations were σbg(λ) = {6, 16, 10, 5} mJy/arcsec2

for the {70, 160, 250, 350} μm Herschel bands, respectively. The
ATLASGAL data employs, by construction, strong spatial filter-
ing compared to Herschel data, and possible background varia-
tions are efficiently filtered out. Then, we generated model SEDs
and applied to each set a wavelength dependent, normally dis-
tributed systematic offset. The dispersion of the Gaussian dis-
tribution from which the offsets were drawn was set to the stan-
dard deviation measured previously from the data, i.e., to σbg(λ).
The mean of the distribution was set to zero, and consequently,
the simulation describes variations that average out over the en-
tire field. Finally, we calculated the new temperature and column
density using the “perturbed” SED. The procedure was repeated
103 times for 14 model column densities between N(H2) =
1−200× 1021 cm−2 and for three values of temperatures, namely
T = {15, 20, 25}K.

The results of the Monte Carlo experiment are summarized
in Fig. A.2 and show that the derived temperatures do not suffer
from a systematic error because of possible random variations
in the background emission. The uncertainty of the tempera-
ture measurements is increased, depending on the temperature
of the diffuse dust component: for the model temperatures of
{15, 20, 25} K, the inter-quartile ranges of the derived temper-
atures are {1.7, 2.7, 0.7} K, respectively. Thus, it appears that
the uncertainty in the temperature measurement is increased by
roughly 2 K if background variations are as strong as we estimate
from the data. Similar effect can be seen in the derived column
densities. There is no significant systematic error, but the uncer-
tainty is increased. The inter-quartile ranges of the input/output
column density ratios are about 15% and standard deviations
about 30%, irrespective of the input column density. In conclu-
sion, we show that random variations of the emission from the
diffuse Galactic dust component do not cause systematic errors
to the Herschel-derived column densities but do contribute sig-
nificantly to the random errors (noise). However, significant sys-
tematic gradients in the diffuse dust component that do not av-
erage out over the field could still affect the temperature/column
density measurements. The large-scale gradients across the field
in the NIR extinction data (Kainulainen et al. 2011) are roughly
N(H2) ≈ 5 × 1021 cm−2. The NIR extinction data recover low-
column densities relatively well and the NIR technique does not
include spatial filtering. This implies that the possible effects due
to systematic background variations should be limited to column
densities that are clearly below N(H2) � 10 × 1021 cm−2.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Comparison of Herschel and dust extinction data

We first examined how the dust extinction- and Herschel-
derived column densities compare by making a pixel-to-pixel
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J. Kainulainen et al.: High-fidelity view of G11.11-0.12

Fig. 1. N(H2) map of IRDC G11.11-0.12, derived using NIR and MIR dust extinction data. The spatial resolution of the map is 2′′ and it covers
the dynamic range of NH2 = 2−95 × 1021 cm−2. The contour levels are [3, 10, 15, 25, . . . ] × 1021 cm−2. The contour at 10 × 1021 cm−2 is bold. The
coordinate system is tilted: the Galactic longitude is on y-axis and latitude on x-axis.
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comparison. For this analysis, the extinction data were smoothed
to the FWHM = 24.′′9 Herschel resolution. The comparison
shows (Fig. 2, top frame) that the two column density mea-
surement techniques are in a very good agreement. Note that
the column densities (at this resolution) extend only to about
N(H2) � 70 × 1021 cm−2. Figure 2 (bottom frame) shows a his-
togram of the ratio of the two column density measurements.
The histogram is shown separately for the entire mapped area
(black curve) and for the area with N(H2) > 10 × 1021 cm−2.
The histograms peak strongly at a ratio of unity. About 70% of
all pixel values are within a factor of two from one-to-one rela-
tion. Above N(H2) > 10×1021 cm−2, the corresponding percent-
age is 90%. The full histogram has a tail toward higher ratios
(i.e., Herschel data gives higher column densities) that can be
attributed to a low-column density area N(H2) � 5 × 1021 cm−2

in the north-west, part of the mapped region. It is possible that
these discrepant values result, at least partly, from large-scale,
systematic gradients in the emission detected from the diffuse
Galactic dust component (our Herschel data analysis does not
take such gradients into account). The histogram of the high-
column density part does not show this discrepancy, indicating
that if systematic background gradients are present, their effect
is restricted to low-column density regions.

We conclude that the column densities derived from dust ex-
tinction and Herschel are in excellent agreement, given our cur-
rent knowledge of dust opacities. As explained in Sect. 2.2, the
dust opacities were chosen as a mean of plausible models, shown
in Fig. A.1, which are nominally closest to the Ossenkopf &
Henning (1994) model without dust coagulation. It is an interest-
ing topic for future studies to examine whether this result holds
in a larger sample of IRDCs. It could be hypothesized that dust
coagulation may significantly alter dust opacities at the column
densities our maps cover. However, as we will show in Sect. 3.3,
the mean volume densities at the scale of the Herschel beam
(∼0.4 pc) are about 104 cm−3, not expected to be high enough for
coagulation to be efficient (or, alternatively, would require rela-
tively long time-scales, see, e.g., Ossenkopf & Henning 1994).

3.2. Column density distribution of G11

Figure 1 shows the N(H2) map of G11 derived from dust extinc-
tion. The total mass in the mapped area is Mtot ≈ 105 M�, regard-
less whether estimated from dust extinction or Herschel data. We
estimate the mass associated with the filament-shaped part of the
cloud from the column densities above N(H2) > 10×1021 cm−2,
resulting in Mfil ≈ [1.3, 2.5] × 104 M�. The lower limit is the
mass after a subtraction of constant N(H2) = 10 × 1021 cm−2

from the filament area (to mimic a surrounding envelope), and
the upper limit is the mass without subtraction. We find mean
linear mass densities of Ml = [430, 850] M� pc−1 for the
30 pc long filament, i.e., on average Ml ≈ 600 M� pc−1. The
critical value for a self-gravitating, non-turbulent cylinder is
Mcrit

l = 2c2
s/G ≈ 25 M�

( T
15 K

)
, where cs is the speed of sound

(Ostriker 1964). In the case of turbulent support, the condition
is Mcrit

l = 84(ΔV)2 M� pc−1 (Jackson et al. 2010). Assuming
a typical value of ΔV = 2.5 km s−1 (see Sect. 3.3) results in
Ml = 525 M� pc−1. The linear mass density of G11 greatly ex-
ceeds the non-turbulent critical value and is approximately in
agreement with the turbulent one. G11 clearly must be domi-
nated by non-thermal motions.

We examined the distribution of mass in G11 by analyz-
ing its dense gas mass fraction (DGMF, e.g., Lombardi et al.
2008; Kainulainen et al. 2009a; Kainulainen & Tan 2013), which

Fig. 2. Top: pixel-to-pixel comparison of column densities derived with
the NIR+MIR dust extinction technique and the Herschel dust emission
mapping. The color scale and contours show the density of data points
in the scatter plot. The dashed line shows the one-to-one relation. The
red solid line shows the median relationship. Bottom: histogram of the
ratio of Herschel-derived column densities to NIR+MIR dust extinction
derived column densities. The black solid line shows the histogram for
all the data in the field. The blue line shows the histogram for the area
with column density over N(H2) > 10 × 1021 cm−2. The dashed line
shows the ratio of one.

describes the cumulative mass as a function of N(H2):

dM′(>N) =
M(>N)

Mtot
, (3)

where M(>N) is the mass above the column density N and Mtot
the total mass. Figure 3 shows the DGMFs derived from both the
dust extinction and Herschel data. They are very similar, except
that the Herschel-derived DGMF stops at lower column densi-
ties because it averages column densities over larger area than
the extinction data. The DGMFs are close-to exponentials above
N(H2) � 15 × 1021 cm−2 and have a slight deviation from it be-
low that. An exponential fit, dM′ ∝ e−αN(H2 ), yields the slope of
α = −0.07. This corresponds exactly to the mean DGMF derived
for ten IRDCs by Kainulainen & Tan (2013) and shows that G11
is a typical high-mass IRDCs by its mass distribution.

We also compare the DGMFs of G11 to nearby,
equally massive clouds Orion A and the California Cloud
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J. Kainulainen et al.: High-fidelity view of G11.11-0.12

Fig. 3. DGMFs of G11, derived using NIRMIR dust extinction (blue)
and Herschel (black). The red lines show the DGMFs of the California
Cloud and Orion A (Kainulainen et al. 2009a), and of G11 with the
same spatial resolution and column density range. The figure also shows
a blue line indicating the slope of an exponential fit to the the mean
DGMF of ten IRDCs from Kainulainen & Tan (2013). The fit was done
to the DGMFs above N(H2) � 7 × 1021 cm−2.

(Kainulainen et al. 2009a). Orion A is an active star-forming
cloud, while the California Cloud is clearly more quiescent
(Lada et al. 2009; Harvey et al. 2013). The DGMFs can depend
on the resolution and dynamic range of the data. Therefore, we
processed the N(H2) map of G11 to correspond to the data of
Kainulainen et al. (2009a). We first truncated the G11 data to
N(H2) < 25 × 1021 cm−2. Then, they were smoothed to 0.4 pc
resolution. The resulting DGMF (Fig. 3) of G11 resembles that
of Orion A.

Recently, Lada et al. (2012) suggested that the DGMF has
a major role in setting the star formation efficiencies (SFEs) in
molecular clouds throughout the entire mass scale of star forma-
tion. This picture was based on the observations that the DGMFs
of nearby star-forming clouds are clearly flatter than those of
quiescent clouds (Kainulainen et al. 2009a; Lada et al. 2010) and
that star-forming rates of molecular clouds correlate better with
the amount of dense gas in them than with their total masses
(Lada et al. 2010). However, G11 (and other IRDCs) shows a
relatively flat DGMF despite its arguably early stage of evolu-
tion and low SFE. This implies that the DGMF and SFE may not
be as closely linked as earlier suggested. Indeed, in Kainulainen
et al. (2013) we examined the physical parameters affecting the
DGMFs in a sample of numerical turbulence simulations. We
found that in addition to SFE, the average mixture of gas com-
pression is an important (and in fact, the dominant) parameter in
setting the observed DGMFs. The flat DGMF of G11 supports
this picture: it appears that G11 has developed a large amount of
dense gas despite its low SFE. One possible explanation for this
is that the environment in which G11 resides is different from
that of local clouds. This kind of galaxy-scale variations in the
density statistics of molecular clouds has recently been found in
the nearby M51 galaxy (Hughes et al. 2013). In M51, the spi-
ral arm regions show higher relative amounts of dense gas than
inter-arm regions. We hypothesize that the same phenomenon is
seen when the DGMFs of nearby clouds are compared with G11.

3.3. Tracing multi-scale fragmentation in G11

The high-spatial resolution and sensitivity of the extinction data
allows us to study fragmentation in G11 over wide ranges of

Fig. 4. Median mean densities (nH) of significant structures at different
spatial scales in G11 as a function of the separation of the structures.
The squares and diamonds show the densities assuming spherical and
cylindric geometries, respectively. The red dotted line shows the predic-
tion for Jeans’ instability. The blue dotted line shows the prediction for
the self-gravitating cylinder, assuming the Larson’s velocity dispersion-
size scaling (see text). The colored areas indicate the area within a factor
of two of the predictions. The blue dashed line shows the prediction for
the self-gravitating cylinder in the case of only thermal support. The
error-bars on data points show the inter-quartile ranges. For visibility,
they are only shown for the spherical geometry. The error-bar in the
lower left corner indicates 50% systematic uncertainty.

sizes and densities. In general, describing the hierarchical struc-
ture of molecular clouds is non-trivial, and there are many tools
available for the purpose (e.g., Stutzki et al. 1998; Alves et al.
2007; Burkhart et al. 2009). Here, we aim at an analysis that de-
scribes the scale-dependency of fragmentation in G11. We use
a size-scale-based approach employed in Alves et al. (2007). It
entails performing a wavelet-decomposition of the N(H2) data
and identifying significant, single-peaked structures at different
filtering scales of the decomposition. The approach is analogous
to high-pass filtering, but also incorporates object recognition
over multiple spatial scales. This makes the method less prone to
detect spurious structures that are present in only one scale and
do not correspond to real column density features (Kainulainen
et al. 2009b). The algorithm results in identification of structures
at scales that are {4, 8, 16, . . . } pixels in size, corresponding to
{0.08, 0.17, 0.34, . . . } pc. For example, 128 significant structures
are found at the smallest (0.08 pc) spatial scale.

We identified structures located within the large-scale fila-
ment, and calculated their median separations and mean densi-
ties. We used both spherical and cylindric approximations in cal-
culating volume densities. Assuming spherical geometry gives
nH = M/(π(A/π)3/2μmH) where M and A are the mass and area,
and μ and mH the mean molecular weight and hydrogen mass.
The cylindric geometry gives nH = M/(πb2hμmH), where b and h
are the minor axis of the structure and its length, respectively.
The relationship of the resulting volume densities and separa-
tions is shown in Fig. 4. The figure also shows the predictions
from the spherical Jeans’ instability and the analogy of it in in-
finitely long, cylindric case (e.g., Chandrasekhar & Fermi 1953;
Inutsuka & Miyama 1992; Jackson et al. 2010). In the former
model, the core separation is related to density via Jeans’ length,
lJ = cs(π/(Gρ))1/2. In the latter model, the separation depends
on the filament scale height H = cs(4πGρc)−1/2 and radius R.
When R � H, the separation is λmax = 22H. In G11, the mean
density at largest scales is nH ≈ 103 cm−3 and H ≈ 0.17 pc,
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assuming T = 15 K. The radius of the large-scale filament is
∼0.7 pc. Thus, it appears that we can estimate the separation
scale with λmax = 22H (as in Jackson et al. 2010). However,
this prediction is for non-turbulent case, while G11 should be
mainly supported by non-thermal motions (cf., Sect. 3.2). While
we do not have detailed velocity data for the purpose, we assume
Larson’s relationship, σv = 720 m s−1(R/1 pc)0.5, as an esti-
mate of line-widths in G11, which is in rough agreement with
pointings in NH3 (Pillai et al. 2006b). The predicted separa-
tions are calculated by replacing the cs with σv and are shown
in Fig. 4.

The fragmentation characteristics of G11 are in agreement
with the predictions for a self-gravitating cylinder at scales l �
0.5 pc. At smaller scales, the relationship between density and
separation appears to change, and the observations are in bet-
ter agreement with Jeans’ fragmentation. We hypothesize that
at large scales, the fragmentation is driven by the global, fila-
mentary nature of the cloud, while at smaller scales local frag-
mentation is insensitive to the large-scale geometry. We also
consider that the finite nature of the G11 filament may play a
role in the collapse time-scales in light of the recent predictions
by Pon et al. (2011). They relate the local and global collapse
time-scales by (τlocal/τglobal)2 = (1 + εL

2

L2
1

), where L and L1 are

the global and local size-scales, respectively, and ε is the rel-
ative enhancement of mass line density that serves as the seed
of the collapse. It follows that the time-scale of local collapse
becomes much (more than ten times) shorter than global col-
lapse at the size-scale of [0.2, 2] pc, corresponding to choices of
ε = [0.01, 0.5]. While this range of scales is large, it shows that
there indeed should be a size-scale at which the fragmentation
becomes physically dominated by local instead of global pro-
cesses. Our observations of G11 suggest that this size-scale is at
about∼0.5 pc where we see a flattening in the density-separation
relation.

The scale-dependency of fragmentation in G11 may relate
to the velocity structure of the cloud. Recently, Hacar et al.
(2013) showed that the 10 pc long B213 filament is built up
by r � 0.5 pc sized filament “bundles”. The bundles contain
multiple velocity-coherent filaments that are further fragmented
into cores. They propose that this hierarchy may originate from
scale-dependent contraction time-scales. Our results for G11
fit well in this picture. The transition in fragmentation charac-
teristics of G11 occurs at ∼0.5 pc, which is the characteristic
size of the velocity-coherent filaments identified by Hacar et al.
(2013). One explanation is that at these scales the local collapse
time becomes sufficiently short compared to the global collapse
time, enabling small-scale fragmentation (to dense cores) unaf-
fected by large-scale instabilities. We will investigate this fur-
ther with kinematic data in a forthcoming paper (Ragan et al.,
in prep.).

4. Conclusions

We analyze the column density distribution of the high-mass, fil-
amentary IRDC G11.11-0.12 (G11) using combined NIR+MIR
dust extinction data and Herschel dust emission data. Our con-
clusions are as follows.

1. The combined NIR+MIR dust extinction map reveals the
column density structure of the G11 filament in a resolu-
tion of 2′′ (0.035 pc) over the range of N(H2) ≈ 2−100 ×
1021 cm−2. The column densities derived from the NIR+MIR
data and Herschel data are in excellent agreement. The total

mass of G11 is about 105 M�, from which ∼2 × 104 M� is
associated with the 30 pc long filamentary structure.

2. The dense gas mass fraction (DGMF) of G11 is typical
for high-mass IRDCs, showing that it harbors a relatively
large amount of dense gas, comparable to active nearby star-
forming clouds, e.g., Orion A. The linear mass density of the
large-scale filament in G11 is high, Ml ≈ 600 M� pc−1, also
similar to the Orion filament (Ml ∼ 325 M� pc−1). However,
the star-forming activity of G11 is arguably much lower than
that of the Orion filament. This suggests that the amount of
dense gas in molecular clouds is not directly connected to
their star-forming efficiencies (cf., Lada et al. 2010), but is
rather set by other parameters/processes, possibly prior to the
most active star-forming phase of the clouds. One explana-
tion that can account for this is the average level of gas com-
pression in molecular clouds (cf., Kainulainen et al. 2013)
that depends on the galaxy-scale environment. This picture is
supported by the environment-dependence of the molecular
clouds’ density statistics in M51 (e.g., Hughes et al. 2013).

3. We find that the structure of G11 is in agreement with hier-
archical fragmentation of a self-gravitating cylinder at sizes
larger than r � 0.5 pc. At smaller scales, the fragmentation
more closely resembles Jeans’ fragmentation. This suggests
that the fragmentation at large scales is dominated by the
collapse of the natal filament, while at small-scales the fil-
amentary origin does not play a role, but fragmentation de-
pends on local properties only. This hypothesis is in agree-
ment with scale-dependent collapse time-scales derived for
finite filaments (Pon et al. 2011).
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Appendix A: Comparison of dust extinction
and Herschel-derived column densities

A.1. Dust opacity law

Figure A.1 shows the absolute dust opacity law adopted in trans-
forming NIR+MIR optical depths and sub-mm dust emission
data to column densities. The figure shows five plausible dust
opacity models. These were the Ossenkopf & Henning (1994)
models with moderate dust coagulation and without dust coagu-
lation, and Weingartner & Draine (2001) models with different
RV values. The effective dust opacities used in NIR and 8 μm are
close to the mean values of these models. Therefore, we chose
in this work to use a corresponding definition to set the sub-mm
opacities. The chosen values are shown in the figure and they
are nominally closest to the Ossenkopf & Henning (1994) model
without dust coagulation.

A.2. Effect of variable background to the Herschel-derived
temperatures and column densities

We performed a Monte Carlo simulation to examine the effects
of variable background emission to the column densities derived
using Herschel dust emission data and the fitting technique de-
scribed by Launhardt et al. (2013). Figure A.2 summarizes the
results. The results are presented and discussed in Sect. 3.1.
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Fig. A.1. Dust opacity-law adopted for the work. The five lines show different plausible dust opacity models from Ossenkopf & Henning (1994)
and Weingartner & Draine (2001). The symbols show the adopted dust opacities in NIR and 8 μm (cf., Kainulainen & Tan 2013) and in Herschel
wavebands. The adopted values represent the mean values in the range set by the five shown models.

Fig. A.2. Effect of the variable background emission to the Herschel-derived temperatures and column densities. The panels show results of a Monte
Carlo simulation, in which normally-distributed random variations were imposed on a large sample model SEDs. Left: the output temperature for
three values of input temperatures, {15, 20, 25} K. The repetitions of the simulation are shown with light-grey circles. The red boxes indicate
inter-quartile ranges, with a horizontal line at the mean value, and the whiskers show ranges that extend to 1.5 times the inter-quartile range. Right:
the same for the ratio of input to output column densities as a function of input column density. The blue dashed line shows the standard deviation,
which is approximately 30% irrespective of the original column density.
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